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Home Furnishings

Indulgence is a soothing ritual for out of the box shoppers and Julian’s is the perfect place to appease that appreciation 
for distinctive tastes and lifestyles. 

The driving energy behind Julian’s stems from its owner/proprietor, Laura Margosian Castanos, whose vision began with 
her own sense of appreciation for quality home living, and personal dedication to both family and community. Castanos says, 
“Fresno is all about relationships and Julian’s has been successfully built from such relationships.” Catering to customers who are 
creative, artistic, and who appreciate classic design, Julian’s provides an array of stylish furnishings, gifts, and home accessories.  

Julian’s offers exclusive furniture designers such as Oscar de La Renta for Century Furniture, Christopher Guy, Haber-
sham, and Artifacts International. Artesian tabletops by Jan Barboglio, Vietri, and Arte Italia, each famed for their quality and 
design. Julian’s carries three distinctive lines of superior bedding, which include a nursery and children’s line—guaranteed to 
enhance any bedroom. In-house design services are also available.

When looking for fresh, new and traditional lines, Castanos carefully holds quality, elegance, sophistication, design and 
comfort as precedence for Julian’s collections. This medium to high-end home furnishing store is certain to inspire. No matter 
what size your home, or whether your needs are for inside or out, Julian’s distinctive collections are home furnishings you can 
be proud of, and will endure for years to come. 

JULIAN’S

Laura Castanos, Proprietor

services

Vietri   -   Ceramic and glass treasures, handcrafted by skilled Italian artisans.
Nougat   -   London bath, body and home collection designed to pamper and indulge.
Jan Barboglio   -   After more than 20 years of creating an instant impact with her line of   
apparel, Jan Barboglio is now concentrating on fashioning pieces for the home. 
Century Furniture   -   Made in the USA, furnishings for the living, dining and bedrooms 
beautifully complement today’s homes and are sure to be tomorrow’s heirlooms.  
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